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reviews and essays with this BBC Bitesize GCSE English Language (AQA) study For example, a specialist computer
games magazine will assume their.

Thank goodness for the star presence of Dakota Blue Richards. Towards the end, some impressively realised
battle scenes up the excitement. Reviews of popular new books and films aim to reach nationwide audiences -
but a local newspaper will review a performance at their own theatre, aimed at local readers. A list of
instructions for cooking the food served in the restaurant Factual information The reviewer's opinions A
recommendation - either encouraging the reader to visit or not to visit the restaurant Reviews are a mixture of
factual information, a recount of the reviewer's own experience, the reviewer's opinions and a recommendation
to the reader 5. Young children Professionals who travel frequently on business Those who have recently
retired Although any of these people might buy a video game, the style, tone and language used in game
reviews shows them to be aimed at teens and young adults 6. A list of all the films showing at the same
cinema, where to buy the soundtrack, director A description of the entire plot, how long the trailers are, the
names of the actors A description of the entire plot only Names of actors, length of film, director, where the
film is showing, certificate details Film and book reviews should never describe the ending! Whether they
decide to read the book, watch the film, or buy the product is dependent on the overall impression you give.
What techniques do you see being used? All reviews share a number of different purposes. The reviewer
would mean that the film was an excellent comedy The reviewer would mean that the film was a tragedy The
reviewer would mean that the film is meant to be a comedy, but is not very funny It is unclear what the
reviewer means 3. Review A review gives an opinion about anything from a restaurant to a concert. A review
of an animated film based on a children's television programme would be likely to address which audience?
Example This is a review of the film The Golden Compass. Reveal answer. Among the abductees is Lyra's
best friend, and so begins the voyage north to find him. Sam Elliot is wryly amusing as a cowboy aeronaut and
the spectacle of Lyra being carried across the arctic wastelands on the back of a polar bear voiced by Ian
McKellen will appeal to the child in everyone. Test yourself on the genre by trying this quiz. You'll have to
look between the CG seams to find the original intent of Philip Pullman's atheistic novel, but this isn't the
overriding problem. Which of the following would be out of place in a restaurant review? Analysis How has
the writer structured the text to interest the reader? Which of the following is true? This informs the reader
when they can see it. To write a review well, you need to sound like someone people can trust - you only have
to read some of the badly-written book reviews on some websites to see how important the writer's tone is.
This raises the question - why not? Your own personal knowledge will make your conclusions count. Below is
an extract from an example of a review of the book The Darkest Realm by fictional novelist John Paul
Grimeson. Nicole Kidman does the ominous eyebrow lifting as a guardian of the establishment who kidnaps
children to wrest them from their 'daemons' the animal sidekicks who embody their better judgment. Which
factual information would be included in a film review? The line-up of curious characters she meets along the
way helps to lighten Pullman's otherwise dark material. The Golden Compass Reviewed by Stella
Papamichael Free will is the object of the game in The Golden Compass, a big budget exercise in orienteering
where witches and polar bears point the way to enlightenment. Young children Parents Film directors
Although the audience for animated films is children, the reviews are aimed at the parents who will be more
likely to read them before choosing a film to see with their children 2. A review will use which of the
following? A good way to get used to these is to analyse an existing review and to use it as a 'style model' or
example for your own writing. Disappointingly though, all this magic and mystery fails to lead to any grand
unveiling. The draw is in a simple story of friendship and Lyra's journey of self-discovery. The most common
types of review are film and book reviews, but people also review music, television programmes, theatre
performances and computer games. A review: focuses on strengths and weaknesses uses evidence to support
ideas draws a conclusion, saying whether something will be useful for, or interesting to, its audience and
purpose gives personal opinion with confidence and authority Like all text types, review writing has certain
fairly fixed conventions called 'genre conventions'. For example, a specialist computer games magazine will
assume their readers have a major interest in gaming and an understanding of specialist terminology , such as
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spawning and simulator. A review of a video game would most likely be aimed at which audience? Which of
the following best describes the style of a review? How good are you at writing reviews? How does the writer
use language to influence the reader?


